
AN OVERVIEW OF CONSEQUENCES OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR

Introduction. A century after the First World War, history, literature, and film are bringing new perspectives to concepts of
this violent confrontation and its.

As leader of Europe Germany again has a key role to play. It suggests that the horrors of the Great War remain
alive in Europe today and colour the reluctance of most Europeans to resort to war to achieve political ends.
Germany was a Musterknabe of the EU and one of the strongest supporters of a federal Europe. However, the
principle of objecting to military service on moral grounds was widely accepted and, in most cases, objectors
were given civilian jobs. Russia then ordered partial mobilization against Austria-Hungary, and on July 30,
when Austria-Hungary was riposting conventionally with an order of mobilization on its Russian frontier,
Russia ordered general mobilization. The new countries were poor, in conflict with each other and studiously
divided by borders and customs duties. The prices of basic products rose eightfold during the war and millions
of Germans were forced into starvation â€” food rations amounted to calories daily. One of the few things left
standing at the end of the war in was an aggressive, organised, determined European trade union movement
about to embark on its heyday. In their place came a rapidly changing series of new governments, ranging in
structure from democratic republics to socialist dictatorships. Commercial networks had to be reorganized. It
is impossible to exactly pinpoint this. The nature and the terms of the treaties of and the following years
contained the seeds of discontent that would grow into the major tensions and conflicts of the 20th century.
Assad's enemies include a leading jihadi group with links to al-Qaida. This was a particularly traumatic and
drawn out process for the French, in Algeria and in Vietnam where they fought prolonged and bitter wars in an
attempt to maintain their colonial control. The threat of an Allied invasion and the abrupt tone of the
ultimatum swayed Germany to give in to the victors and sign the Treaty of Versailles on June 28,  But as the
world moves from a hegemonic system based on the US hyper-power to a more multi-polar world this will
have serious consequences for Germany and Europe. Inflation more than doubled between and its peak in ,
while the value of the Pound Sterling consumer expenditure [17] fell by  Nevertheless, by the end of the war
the Allies realized they had made contradictory agreements with other Nations, especially regarding Central
Europe and the Middle-East. Though well organised in countries including Germany, Britain and France, the
leadership of socialist and social democrat parties failed to mobilise against the war in the summer of 
Aeroplanes and tanks are only accessories to the men and the horse, and I feel sure that as time goes on you
will find just as much use for the horse â€” the well-bred horse â€” as you have ever done in the past. At the
start of the war, audiences â€” and governments â€” were still relatively new to the idea of cinema. More than
10, never returned home. The fact that these peace talks were held in Paris reinforced the idea that Europe was
still the centre of world diplomacy, even after the disastrous war. It was the greatest and deadliest war in
human history, with over 57 million lives lost. When the British deceit was exposed it led to a permanent
feeling of mistrust between many Arabs and European colonial powers. This had led to Berlin being at odds
with its EU partners, especially France and the UK, over issues such as the intervention in Libya and the
proposed intervention in Syria. By the s it became clear that Soviet communism was failing to deliver the
standard of living that most people enjoyed in the West. It should not be left to British and French taxpayers to
take on the whole burden. The Jews were especially distrusted because of their minority religion and distinct
subculture. At the Peace Conference, Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau 's aim was to ensure that Germany
would not seek revenge in the following years. It was also cut off from Kuwait â€” the genesis of trouble later.
Many such as Zepped contained an undeniable propaganda slant to them. The US marshalled Western Europe
into a system of containment aimed at limiting and ultimately diminishing Soviet power. He had led the
United States into the war in , convinced that the conflict ravaging Europeâ€”financed by the international
economyâ€”was a struggle between democracy and imperialism. The bloody conflict in the Balkans in the s,
however, showed that war as a means to achieve political goals has not disappeared from the European
continent. He complained that for too long the conflict had been portrayed as a series of catastrophic mistakes
by an aristocratic elite. Late in the German Reichstag passed a law obliging all available males between 17 to
60 to work in arms factories.


